
Anchorage Historic Preservation Commission 

Thursday, September 22, 2022 
5:30–7:00 p.m. 

This meeting is Virtual through Microsoft Teams. 

Join the Teams Meeting on your computer or mobile app: 
Click here to join the meeting 

Or call in: 
+1 907-519-0237, Phone Conference ID: 700 081 293#

The Historic Preservation Commission would like to acknowledge that we gather today on the traditional lands of the 
Dena’ina Athabascans. For thousands of years the Dena’ina have been and continue to be the stewards of this land. It 
is with gratefulness and respect that we recognize the contributions, innovations, and contemporary perspectives of 

the upper Cook Inlet Dena’ina. 

1. Land Acknowledgement – Chair

2. Establish Quorum – Chair

3. Approve Agenda – Chair and Commissioners

4. Introductions – Visitors

NEW BUSINESS 

5. Local Landmark Register Nominations – TNSDS Email – Attachment A

6. Merrill Field Section 106 Consultation – Email & Letter – Attachment B

7. NAPC Conference Overview - Chair

OLD BUSINESS:  

8. Government Hill Wireless Station CLG Grant Nomination – Attachment C

9. TSAIA Cold Storage Project – Section 106 Follow-up from DOWL – Attachment D

PUBLIC COMMENT 

10. Public Comment on Non-Agenda Items (3 minutes each) 

COMMISSION / STAFF COMMENTS or ANNOUNCEMENTS 

11. Commissioner/Staff Comments on Non-Agenda Items (3-5 minutes each) 

ADJOURN 

AO § 4.60.030A. There is established a historic preservation commission to encourage and further the interests of historic 
preservation by identifying, protecting, and interpreting the municipality's significant historic and cultural resources for the 

economic and social benefit of the community. 

COMMENTERS: Please email kristine.bunnell@anchorageak.gov prior to meeting to be placed on comment list. 

~All Attendees, please MUTE phones/computers unless you are speaking.~ 

https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3ameeting_NTg1NjRkZDAtNjJmNC00ODU5LWE3ODEtOTk1YWQzZmM1NDcz%40thread.v2/0?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%22127a78cb-19c5-46ca-b11f-87c33c49a907%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%222b6df393-8e5d-48b2-8b5c-1008bd551dce%22%7d
mailto:kristine.bunnell@anchorageak.gov
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Bunnell, Kristine R.

From: Robert Meinhardt <robert.meinhardt@truenorthsds.com>
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2022 3:56 PM
To: Bunnell, Kristine R.
Cc: Jeanne Lambin; Joan Bayles Burgett
Subject: Alaska Native Heritage Center Landmark Nomination

[EXTERNAL EMAIL] 

Hello Kristine! 

I hope you had a fantastic summer!  As you are aware, TNSDS is currently under contract with the Alaska Native Heritage 
Center to prepare a local landmark nomination for the campus.  We had our first site visit with ANHC staff last week, and we 
are feeling very confident the campus warrants such designation. Acknowledgement is the primary goal of the ANHC,  with the 
intent to urther evaluate the campus for a National Register nomination after the local designation is final. 

Our team for this project will be led by our project architectural historian Jeanne Lambin, MS.  Other team members will be 
assisting Jeanne as she carries out her research for the project, but Jeanne, Joan, and I will be the primary point of contact as 
we progress through the designation process. Jeanne has been employed  with TNSDS on a project‐to‐project basis since 2016, 
when she first assisted our company with the development of a historical and architectural context for mid‐century 
architecture in Alaska for the National Park Service.  Jeanne has since worked on several projects for TNSDS, including 
our  recent project for the City of Ketchikan in which we assisted with community outreach for the Phase I Historic 
Preservation Plan Update. Jeanne's past experience with TNSDS and her work with the National Trust for HIstoric Preservation 
and as a professor at University of Florida and Savannah College of Art and Design makes her an ideal fit to lead the 
designation process.  With that said, I would like to introduce you to Jeanne!   

Our goal is to finalize the landmark designation by April of 2023.  We will be collaborating with you as we carry out research 
and prepare for a submission of the nomination. Please let us know if there is anything of which we should know before we 
start our deep dive. Your  assistance is greatly appreciated! 

Cheers! 

5. Attachment A -- TNSDS Email regarding Local Landmark Register Nominations
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Bunnell, Kristine R.

From: Heather A. Campfield <hcampfield@hdlalaska.com>
Sent: Tuesday, August 23, 2022 4:03 PM
To: Bunnell, Kristine R.
Subject: Merrill Field Building Repairs Project
Attachments: MRI_Blg_Repairs_MOA_Initiation_S106.pdf

[EXTERNAL EMAIL] 

Good afternoon, 

The Municipality of Anchorage (MOA), in cooperation with the Alaska Region Airports Division of Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA), is proposing repairs to several aging facilities at Merrill Field Airport using CARES Act funding. For 
the purposes of the National Historic Preservation Act, we are initiating consultation with you to assist us identifying 
historic properties that may be affected by the proposed project. 

Please see the attached letter for additional project details. If you have any questions please don’t hesitate to contact 
me with questions or concerns. 

Thank you, 
Heather 

HEATHER CAMPFIELD, IAP2 
Environmental Services Manager 
o: 907.746.5230 | c: 907.229.5646 
www.HDLalaska.com

6. Attachment B -- Merrill Field Section 106 Consultation, Email and Letter
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Municipality of Anchorage 
Dave Bronson, Mayor 

P.O. Box 196650  |  Anchorage, Alaska 99519-6650  |  http://www.muni.org 

In Reply Refer To: 
Merrill Field Building Repair Project 
Consultation Initiation 

August 19, 2022 

Ms. Kristine Bunnell 
Long-Range Planning Manager 
Municipality of Anchorage Historic Preservation 
P.O. Box 19665 
Anchorage, Alaska 99519-6650 

Dear Ms. Bunnell: 

The Municipality of Anchorage (MOA), in cooperation with the Alaskan Region Airports 
Division of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), is proposing repairs to several aging 
facilities at the airport using CARES Act funding. The project is located within the airport 
property boundary: Section 17 of Township 13 North, Range 3 West, Seward Meridian; on 
USGS Quadrangle Anchorage A-8 NW; and Latitude 61.60737° North, Longitude 
149.08842° West, in Anchorage, Alaska (Figure 1).  

For purposes of the National Historic Preservation Act, we are initiating this consultation 
with you to assist us in identifying historic properties that may be affected by the proposed 
project. The FAA and MOA are planning to complete Section 106 consultation in phases as 
outlined in 36 CFR § 800.4(2) Phased Identification and Evaluation.  

Project Description 
The project consists of repairing various buildings at Merrill Field Airport. Proposed 
modifications are outlined below specific to each building: 

Airport Manager’s Office: 800 Merrill Field Drive 
Type of Improvement Proposed Action 

Architectural 

Address roof deficiencies: 
• Remove existing roof and install new roof and new flashings/trim
• Replace overflow drain where it is currently missing
• Evaluate increasing insulation

Structural 
Address safety issue: 

• Secure guardrail on the roof

Electrical/Mechanical 
Address code compliance deficiencies: 

• Various repairs such as servicing the boiler and labeling electrical
services

DocuSign Envelope ID: 1312494A-11F2-4507-B644-822BA59F72F0

6.  Attachment B -- Merrill Field Section 106 Consultation, Letter
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Airport Maintenance Building: 835 Merrill Field Drive 
Type of Improvement Proposed Action 

Architectural 

Repair building envelope issues: 
• Damaged roof will have a new vapor barrier installed over the

existing metal roof with 6 inches of rigid insulation and an air
barrier. Sheet metal zee channels will be screwed in place through
the insulation into the existing structure. The zees will create an air
passage that will form a “cold roof.” Three-quarter-inch plywood
will form the roof decking, and fully adhered EPDM roofing
membrane will be applied to the plywood.

• Repair the exterior wall assembly by applying 4-inch thick
insulated metal wall panels and fastening it through the existing
metal siding into the building’s structural system

• Install 8-inch diameter bollards at all out-turned exterior corners.
Address code compliance deficiencies: 

• Replace interior exit signage

Structural 
Address code compliance deficiencies: 

• Replace and reinforce retaining wall in sand storage area

Electrical/Mechanical 

Address code compliance deficiencies: 
• Replace lighting throughout shop with LED lighting
• Improve bathroom to meet ADA standards
• Provide eye-wash stations in maintenance bays
• Provide exhaust evacuation system
• Add ceiling fans in maintenance bays

901 Orca Street 
Type of Improvement Proposed Action 

Civil 

The pavement in the parking area is at the end of its service life and is 
heaving, settling, and cracking: 

• Replace pavement and subbase in kind
• Establish striping/pavement markings
• Provide accessible route to building entry

Architectural 

Repair building envelope issues: 
• Replace exterior doors and windows with 16-gauge hollow metal

products
• Paint building exterior

Address code compliance deficiencies: 
• Replace interior exit signage
• Replace mezzanine guardrail and stair handrails with code

compliant pipe rails
• Replace stairs to mezzanine with code compliant steel stairs
• Improve bathroom to meet ADA standards

Electrical/Mechanical 

Address code compliance deficiencies: 
• Re-route sprinkler system to Fire Department Connection
• Provide smoke detectors
• Provide emergency lighting

DocuSign Envelope ID: 1312494A-11F2-4507-B644-822BA59F72F0
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917 Orca Drive 
Type of Improvement Proposed Action 

Civil 

The pavement in the parking area is at the end of its service life and 
is heaving, settling, and cracking: 

• Replace pavement and subbase in kind
• Establish striping/pavement markings
• Provide accessible route to building entry

Architectural 

Repair building envelope issues: 
• Replace exterior doors and windows with 16-gauge hollow

metal products
• Paint building exterior

Address code compliance deficiencies: 
• Replace interior exit signage
• Improve bathroom to meet ADA standards

Electrical/Mechanical 
Address code compliance deficiencies: 

• Replace lighting throughout shop with LED lighting
• Repipe overflow drain and roof drain piping

1015 Orca Street 
Type of Improvement Proposed Action 

Architectural 

Repair building envelope issues: 
• Replace exterior doors and windows with 16-gauge hollow metal

products
• Paint building exterior

Address code compliance deficiencies: 
• Replace stairs and provide code compliant handrails.
• Improve bathroom to meet ADA standards

Electrical/Mechanical 

Address code compliance deficiencies: 
• Replace lighting throughout shop with LED lighting
• Correct sprinkler for high-bay storage
• Repair air exhaust venting at rear wall

1568 East 12th Avenue 
Type of Improvement Proposed Action 

Civil 
Address code compliance deficiencies: 

• Construct ramp to create an accessible route to the building entry

Architectural 

Repair building envelope issues: 
• Upgrade exterior finishes/paint building

Address code compliance deficiencies: 
• Replace exterior stairs/landing roof structures with new steel

materials.
• Slope roof to the side of the stairs and away from the building
• Improve bathroom to meet ADA standards

Electrical/Mechanical 
Address code compliance deficiencies: 

• Replace lighting with LED lighting
• Provide emergency lighting

DocuSign Envelope ID: 1312494A-11F2-4507-B644-822BA59F72F0
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1025 Orca Street 
Type of Improvement Proposed Action 

Civil 

Address code compliance deficiencies: 
• Construct dumpster enclosures for two dumpsters
• Reconstruct north parking lot to improve drainage and divert water

away from the building
• Provide accessible ramp to main entrance

Architectural 

Repair building envelope issues: 
• Upgrade exterior by replacing doors, windows, and doors with

code and ADA compliant hardware
• Paint building exterior
• Patch/grout vertical cracks in concrete masonry unit (CMU) along

eastern wall to prevent water intrusion 
Address code compliance deficiencies: 

• Install code compliant numbers on each tenant space
• Replace stairs and rails with code compliant stairs, handrails, and

guardrails
• Replace interior exit signage

Electrical/Mechanical 

Address code compliance deficiencies: 
• Replace lighting with LED lighting
• Provide emergency lighting
• Replace radiant heaters
• Exhaust toilet rooms thru roof.

1570 East 12th Avenue 
Type of Improvement Proposed Action 

Architectural 

Repair building envelope issues: 
• Upgrade exterior finishes/paint building
• Replace rotting wood decking and waterproof membrane

Address code compliance deficiencies: 
• Replace exterior stairs and railing with code compliant steel stair
• Install code compliant wood guardrails around decking

Electrical/Mechanical 
Address code compliance deficiencies: 

• Replace interior exit lighting
• Replace electrical service disconnect

Campground Pilot Shelter 
Type of Improvement Proposed Action 

Architectural 

Repair building envelope issues: 
• Replace windows and doors (exterior)
• Cover existing plywood siding with metal siding and ventilated

soffit cladding 
Address code compliance deficiencies: 

• Install code compliant metal stair treads, risers, and handrails.
• Install ADA accessible ramp (exterior)

Electrical/Mechanical 
Address code compliance deficiencies: 

• Replace lighting with LED lighting

DocuSign Envelope ID: 1312494A-11F2-4507-B644-822BA59F72F0
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Alpha Pilot Shelter 
Type of Improvement Proposed Action 

Architectural 
Address code compliance deficiencies: 

• Replace wood hand and guardrails with code compliant pipe rails

Electrical/Mechanical 
Address code compliance deficiencies: 

• Replace lighting with LED lighting

Whiskey Pilot Shelter 
Type of Improvement Proposed Action 

Architectural 
Address code compliance deficiencies: 

• Replace wood hand and guardrails with code compliant pipe rails

Electrical/Mechanical 
Address code compliance deficiencies: 

• Replace lighting with LED lighting

Preliminary Area of Potential Effect (APE) 
The preliminary APE includes the property boundary of Merrill Field Airport, including 
materials staging areas and encompassing all proposed physically affected areas (Figure 
2). The APE will be finalized after comments are received from your agency and the 
consulting parties. Note that the APE boundary has not been expanded beyond airport 
property to include auditory effects.  

Identification Efforts 
Identification efforts for this project have been limited to the desktop survey. Through 
literature review, Corvus Culture, LLC examined known cultural resources within the airport 
property boundary in the fall of 2021. The primary source of information for known cultural 
resource sites and historic properties was the Alaska Heritage Resource Survey (AHRS) 
database managed by the Alaska Department of Natural Resources Office of History and 
Archaeology. Seven previously listed cultural resources are located in the proposed APE 
and are summarized in the table below. 

From previous consultation with your office on a separate project, we understand that ANC-
01423 (Vernair Hangar) was previously listed as not eligible because it wasn’t 50 years old 
at the time of evaluation (2004). The property is now 50 years old and is eligible for re-
evaluation of eligibility for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places. 

DocuSign Envelope ID: 1312494A-11F2-4507-B644-822BA59F72F0
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AHRS 
No. 

Property 
Name 

Property 
Type Historic Context NRHP 

Eligibility Comments 

ANC-
00824 

Flight Service 
Station Building Transportation – WWII Eligible 

Embodies distinctive 
characteristics (C); 
Associated with 
significant events (A) 

ANC-
01185 

Air Traffic 
Control Tower 
– Merrill Field

Building Transportation Not 
Eligible Partially destroyed 

ANC-
01193 

Civil Air Patrol 
(CAP) Building Building Transportation Not 

Eligible 

Associated with 
activities with the 
CAP; Building is in a 
state of wear and 
threatened by 
destruction 

ANC-
01423 Vernair Hangar Building Building is less than 

50 years old 
Not 

Eligible 

It does not possess 
exception importance 
to warrant early 
eligibility consideration 

ANC-
01530 

Reeve 
Airmotive 
Hangar 

Building Transportation Eligible 

Association with 
specific events (A); 
Associated with 
Robert Reeve (B) 

ANC-
01531 

Stoddards 
Aircraft Parts Building Transportation Not 

Eligible 

The building no longer 
retains historic 
integrity 

ANC-
01946 Merrill Field Place Exploration/Settlement Not 

Eligible 
The site does not 
retain historic integrity 

Consulting Parties 
Interested/consulting parties that will be contacted regarding the proposed project include: 
The Native Village of Eklutna, Knik Tribal Council, Eklutna Inc., Cook Inlet Region Inc. 
(CIRI); Alaska Association for Historic Preservation; and the MOA Historic Preservation 
Commission. 

If you have questions or comments related to this proposed project, I can be reached at the 
address above, by telephone at 907-343-6303, or by e-mail at 
Kolby.Hickel@anchorageak.gov. 

Your timely response will greatly assist us in incorporating your concerns into project 
development. For that purpose, we respectfully request that you respond within thirty (30) 
days of your receipt of this correspondence.  

Sincerely, 

Kolby Hickel  
Acting Airport Manager 

DocuSign Envelope ID: 1312494A-11F2-4507-B644-822BA59F72F0
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Enclosures: 
Figure 1 Location and Vicinity Map 
Figure 2 Proposed Project Locations/Area of Potential Effect 

Electronic cc w/ enclosures: 
Amy Garcia, MBA, MOA Assistant Airport Manager 
Mark Swenson, P.E., HDL Engineering Consultants, LLC, Project Manager 
Stephanie Mormilo, P.E., HDL Engineering Consultants, LLC, Project Engineer 
Heather Campfield, HDL Engineering Consultants, LLC, Environmental Analyst 

DocuSign Envelope ID: 1312494A-11F2-4507-B644-822BA59F72F0
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Development / 

Pre-development HPF Grant Application 1 April 2022 

Individual 

Business 

Corporation 

Local Government 

State Agency 

Non-Profit Organization 

DEVELOPMENT/ PRE-DEVLOPMENT 

GRANT APPLICATION
Office of History & Archaeology 

Alaska Department of Natural Resources 
550 West 7th Avenue, Suite 1310 

Anchorage, Alaska 99501 

Historic Preservation Fund: Development / Pre-development Projects

Deadline: Applications are due by 4:00 pm on Friday, September 30, 2022.

The applicant identified below is applying for a 50-50 reimbursable Historic 
Preservation Fund (HPF) matching grant through the State of Alaska, Department of 

Natural Resources, Office of History and Archaeology. 

Applicant Name: 

Federal Tax Identification Number: UEI: 

Project Title: 

Type of Project (development or pre-development) 

Development Pre-development 

Type of Entity Applying: (Check type below, as applicable) 

Budget Summary. Federal Award Request: $ 

a. Total Project Cost (TPC) $ 

b. Federal Share (50%) $ 

c. Sponsor Share (50%) $ 

Source of applicant (sponsor) share: (Use figures from “Sources” box on budget form) 

a. Cash $ 

b. In-kind Goods and Services $ 

c. Donated Goods and Services $ 

Name, title and contact information for the following: 

Grant Manager: 

Mailing Address: 

City, State, Zip: 

Telephone: 

E-mail Address:

8. Attachment C – Government Hill Wireless Station CLG Grant Nomination
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Development / 

Pre-development HPF Grant Application 3 April 2022 

Willingness to Comply 

with Grant Requirements 

1. I understand that this is a 50-50 matching grant application through the Historic Preservation

Fund (HPF) administered by the State of Alaska Department of Natural Resources, Office of
History and Archaeology.

2. If awarded an HPF grant, I understand that it is my responsibility to comply with all

pertinent State and Federal regulations, the State-Local Grant Agreement, and requirements
outlined in the Historic Preservation Fund Grants Manual.

3. Should this project be awarded, I understand that project records are subject to audit after

project completion, and that if such an audit questions expenditures for which I have been
reimbursed I will return an amount equal to the questioned expenditures.

4. I understand that no grant exists until the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) signs

the State-Local Grant Agreement, even if the Alaska Historical Commission recommends
funds for my project. Any funds expended before the performance period specified on the
fully executed grant agreement or before obtaining the SHPO's signature may not be
reimbursed without specific approval.

Signature: Date 

Name and Title (Print or Type) 

14 of 28



Development / Pre-development 
HPF Grant Application 

Rev: Apr 2022 
4 

DEVELOPMENT/ PRE-DEVLOPMENT 

GRANT APPLICATION: FY21 

Applicant: 

Project Name: 

PROJECT INFORMATION 

1. PROJECT NARRATIVE – If needed, use continuation pages provided at the end of this
document.

a. Pre-development projects: Describe the historical, architectural, and/or archaeological

research proposed to document the historical significance and existing physical condition
of the materials and features of the property. Identify any studies or reports on the property
that have been done.

b. Development projects: Identify and describe any planning studies, research reports,
condition assessments, engineering evaluations, or other sources of information relevant to
the property. Project schematics and construction documents are not required as part of the
grant application but note if any is available. Funded projects will be required to submit

plans and specifications and receive OHA approval of them upon signing a funding
agreement.

15 of 28
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Development / Pre-development 
HPF Grant Application 

Rev: Apr 2022 
5 

b. Project Need. Why is the proposed project necessary? In particular, are there
immediate threats to the property such as proposed demolition or extensive structural
damage?

2. WORK PLAN AND PROJECT TIMELINE

Address each major element of the project, the amount of time to complete it, and when
the work is expected to be done between potential date of award.

16 of 28



Development / Pre-development 
HPF Grant Application 

6 Rev: Apr 2022 

3. SECRETARY OF INTERIOR'S STANDARDS

a. All projects must comply with and apply The Secretary of the Interior’s

Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties . Select the appropriate

standard for your project. If you are not sure, you can select the hyperlink above

for a description of each standard.

Preservation Rehabilitation 

Restoration Reconstruction 

b. Describe how the proposed project work will apply and conform to the

appropriate standard.

17 of 28
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Development / Pre-development 
HPF Grant Application 

7 Rev: Apr 2022 

4. PHOTOGRAPHS, SITE PLANS, DRAWINGS OR SKETCHES

Attach recent photographs showing the principal elevation of the property and detailed 

photographs of features or areas where proposed work is to be done. Include a description for 

each photo and the date it was made. Attach a map or a site plan with photos keyed to it so 
reviewers will better understand the site and proposed work.

18 of 28



Development / Pre-development 
HPF Grant Application 

8 Rev: Apr 2022 

5. PROJECT PERSONNEL

a. Identify project personnel and who will do the work. Briefly describe each individual’s

qualifications and experience.

Show how the Project Manager meets the Secretary of the Interior’s Professional

Qualification Standards.

b. Identify any additional contractors to be used and their expected duties. Attach resumes for all

qualified historic preservation professionals working on the project.

19 of 28
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Development / Pre-development 
HPF Grant Application 9 Rev: Apr 2022 

6. PUBLIC AWARENESS

a. Public notification is required by signage at property site and by other public postings.

Explain how you will inform the public of this project, promote local history, enhance

tourism, and raise awareness of historic preservation.

b. Describe plans to maintain the property or continue rehabilitation work for the next
five years.

20 of 28



Development / Pre-development 
HPF Grant Application 

10 Rev: Apr 2022 

7. WORK PLAN

Thoroughly address all items necessary for your project type. Use continuation sheets if 

necessary. 

a. Explain how the project will be undertaken.

21 of 28



Development / Pre-development 
HPF Grant Application 

11 Rev: Apr 2022 

8. BUDGET: MAXIMUM FEDERAL REQUEST OF $50,000

Your budget submittal shall consist of one narrative and two tables. Use fillable 
Excel worksheet or submit similar budget tables, and complete the narrative portion

below for this Budget section
a. Budget Summary table identifying planned cost

share of 50% federal and 50% match
b. Matching Share table showing sources of match

c. Budget Narrative explaining costs in detail and
describing how costs were calculated

BUDGET NARRATIVE: Describe activities to be performed under Personal Services, Contractual 

Services, Supplies/Materials, Travel, and Other cost categories. 

a. Personal Services: describe work each position/person will perform for the proposed project.

b. Contractual Services: List contractor name(s), if known. Describe work each will perform.

22 of 28



Development / Pre-development 
HPF Grant Application 

12 Rev: Apr 2022 

c. Supplies/Materials: Describe types of materials and/or supplies required for this project, how they
relate to the project, estimated quantities, etc.

d. Travel: Identify who will be traveling, how many trips are anticipated, trip purpose, and

destination.

e. Other: Identify other costs which do not fall into one of the above categories. Explain purpose and
relevance to this proposed project.

23 of 28



13 Rev: Apr 2022 HPF Grant Application 

CHECKLIST 

As the applicant, have you...

signed this application? 

signed the form titled: Willingness to Comply with Grant Requirements? provided 

the information requested on each page of the application package? described your 

public outreach component?

attached maps showing location of project? 

attached photographs or clear photocopies showing overall character of properties? 

checked your budget for accuracy.

Only complete, signed, dated, notarized (if applicable) applications will 
be considered. 

Submit applications and questions to: 

State of Alaska: Department of Natural Resources 

Division of Parks and Outdoor Recreation 

Office of History & Archaeology 

550 West 7th Avenue, Suite 1380 

Anchorage, Alaska 99501-3561 

Attn: Maria Lewis 

You can also email your application to: dnr.oha@alaska.gov

Development / Pre-development 

Deadline: Applications are due at 4:00 pm on Friday, September 30, 2022
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7/12/22 9:45a.m. 

Good morning,  

I am following up on a series of questions the Historic Preservation Commission had during their June 23 
meeting, during which DOWL presented information regarding the Alaska Cargo and Cold Storage 
Project at the Ted Stevens Anchorage International Airport. Our project team responded to each question 
in the attached document, in an effort to give you a better understanding of the permitting process.   

We are currently working on submitting a Section 106 findings letter; as a consulting party you will be 
receiving a copy. Thank you for the opportunity to speak with the Commission, and we look forward to 
future collaboration with the HPC. I hope you are all having a great Alaska summer! 

Sincerely, 

Amy Ramirez  
Cultural Resource Specialist 

DOWL 
-

(907) 562-2000 | office
( 907) 865-1164 | direct
-

dowl.com

Questions from MOA HP Meeting on June 23, 2022 

• Have you contacted the community councils in the area?
o Turnagain, Sand Lake, and Spenard

We published a notice of intent to prepare and environmental assessment under NEPA May 29th in the 
Anchorage Daily News to inform the public of the proposed project. Additionally, the USACE emailed a 
public notice to all interested parties, including members of the community councils, regarding the 
permit for the project. 

• How will the wetlands be filled for concrete pad placement?

The site will be surcharged. Structures will be built on pile foundations. 

• Will there be contaminated soils remediation and what will the steps be?

We proposed to surcharge the land from north to south, subsequently pushing the contaminated water 
up against a berm at the southern end where we will have pumps in place to collect the water runoff. 
From there the water will be pumped through a granular activated carbon (GAC) filter to clean it, and 
then the clean water will be disposed of either in the storm drain or in an adjacent land location. 
Contaminated soils will not be excavated and will not be moved. Contaminated soils will remain in place, 
a recommended practice by DEC and the Airport PFAS Manager.  

• What is the construction schedule? Equipment on site and completion date?

Project construction is expected fall of 2022. Once the NEPA process is complete and the USACE permit 
is approved, the team will begin staging and construction. The land surcharging process is anticipated to 
be the first step and is expected to take most of the fall.  

9. Attachment D – TSAIA Cold Storage Project Section 106 Consultation
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• Benefits and Purpose of the Project?

The purpose of the proposed project is to develop air cargo facilities at ANC on the ACCS lease lot. The 
need for the project is driven by limited cargo infrastructure at ANC to support the expected and desired 
growth of the industry within the state. There is a global need for efficient cargo movements, ANC being 
a strategic location due to its location – freighters can carry less fuel and more payload if ANC is a 
stopover before they head to another location, making ANC a desirable cargo hub. ANC being a 
desirable cargo hub would be an economic benefit to the State of Alaska, as well.  

• Wetland Mitigation Strategies

Mitigation is being sought in the form of purchasing wetland credits to offset the debits incurred by the 
proposed project. Debits can be loosely described as wetland acres impacted. Credits can be loosely 
described as acres of restoration, enhancement, and/or preservation of wetlands, generally through a 
conservation entity such as Greatland Trust or through a conservation easement. In Anchorage the 
required ratio of purchasing credits to offset debits is 6:1, i.e. this can be loosely described as each acre 
of wetland impacted requires six acres are preserved, restored, enhanced – there are some subtleties to 
this calculation.  

• Construction Methods?

Construction means and methods will be left up to the contractor. All construction plans and 
specifications will adhere to best practices and incorporate all environmental commitments and 
requirements under a DEC Construction General Permit.  

Concerns raised: 

• Beluga whales in Cook Inlet are a cultural asset – concerned about contamination from
Anchorage at large and the airport  into the Inlet and effects to Belugas

The stormwater system at ANC does flow into Cook Inlet. The ACCS project will not change this. No 
contaminated water will enter the ANC storm drain system from the proposed project. Contaminated 
water will be remediated as addressed above. Larger concerns about ANC operations and effects on 
Cook Inlet are best addressed to ANC, Scott Lytle.  

• Would like to have an Inadvertent Discovery Clause with the Findings of Effect that binds project
for possible discoveries during construction (is standard to all SHPO concurrences).

Inadvertent discovery clauses are a standard component of concurrence of findings issued by the Alaska 
SHPO and will be in place once concurrence is received.  
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	Name title and contact information for the following: Kristine Bunnell, Planning Manager
	1: MOA Planning Department
	2: P.O. Box 196650, Anchorage, AK 99519-6650
	1_2: 907-343-7920
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	Text3: 
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	 Inkind: 20,000
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	Total project Cost: 40,000
	Total federal request: 20,000
	Total federal: 20,000
	Name and Title Print or Type_2: Amy Demboski, Municipal Manager
	Date_2: 
	applicant name: Municipality of Anchorage
	project name: Historic Government Hill Wireless Station Building Structure Report
	Text1: This application is for a pre-development project for an historic structures report that includes a condition assessment and engineering report. The intent of the report is to identify the structural integrity of the Government Hill Wireless Station (Wireless Station) in order to better understand which treatment would be most appropriate for future development of the property. This project does not involve a treatment of an historic property, but the report will present recommendations that comply with the Preservation standard from the Secretary of Interior's Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties.

The Wireless Station is an historic property on Government Hill, a mostly residential neighborhood north of Downtown Anchorage, that consists of three separate buildings. Through the first half of the 20th century AD, the site expanded from a single building into a three building complex. Coincident with this development was the growth of Anchorage, and the development of Government Hill as a complete neighborhood with a mix of commercial and residential properties. Because of this shared development history, longtime and new residents alike have grown affectionation for the Wireless Station and appreciated its significance to both local history and neighborhood character. Several residents recounted memories of the Wireless Station in the Government Hill Yesterday and Today (MOA 2012 - hard coupies available from the Planning Department) a unique and engaging oral history of the neighborhood.


	Text4: The HPC believes this project to be extremely necessary as evdienced by HPC support through 2 resolutions from 2015 (ATTACHMENT A - HPC RESOLUTIONS). A few years ago, the Square and Round Dance Club building on Government Hill was demolished without notification of or consultation with the HPC. That building was of better condition than the Wireless Station, and many commissioners fear a similar fate for these buildings. Although there are not any current plans for its demolition, the lack of communication and consultation for the demolition of the Square and Round Dance Club has encouraged commissioners to act on the Wireless Station to seek solutions its ongoing ruination. 

Scher's thesis identified extensive structural damage and documented the collapse of interior floors, foundation settlement, and material decomposition. This is most evident in the original Wireless Station building whose exterior walls bow significantly out of plumb and consequently cause roof deformations. Abandonment and vandalism have exposed the interior finishes of all the buildings exacerbating their degradation. The 2018 earthquakes appeared to increase the settlement of the foundations and slant of walls. Of the three buildings, the original structure appears to have the greatest amount of damage and is in the greatest need of remediation. However, all three buildings show the effects of age and deferred maintenance. The HPC worry that collapse of the buildings or destruction by natural or human forces is eminent.

	Text5: SEE ATTACHMENT B - DETAILED WORK PLAN & TIMELINE

	Check Box7: Off
	Check Box8: Yes
	Check Box9: Off
	Check Box10: Off
	Text6: "Rehabilitation" is defined as "the process of returning a property to a state of utility, through repair or alteration, which makes possible an efficient contemporary use while preserving those portions and features of the property which are significant to its historic, architectural, and cultural values."

Per the above standard, the completion of the structure report will allow the HPC to make recommendations to the Municipality of Anchorage on how to rehabilitate the building for long-term use and enjoyment by the Anchorage community. This building has sat far too long detiorating and being ignored. This predevelopment grant will help leverage future grants and other investments to save the building.
	Text7: SEE ATTACHMENT C - PHOTOS AND DRAWINGS.
	Text8: Project personnel will consist of the Historic Preservation Officer Kristine Bunnell, commissioners in the Historic Preservation Commission, and a qualified contractor (to be hired). Commissioners will assist Mr. Scher who will manage the project and direct the contractor.

Kristine Bunnell has over 20 years working to document and save historic properties in Reno, Nevada and Anchorage, AK.

Connor Scher is a member of the Anchorage Historic Preservation Commission and an architect. The Government Hill Wireless Station was used as Mr. Scher's senior master's thesis. Mr. Scher is currently employed at the design and architectural firm ECI Alaska.


	Text9: Contractors are unknown at this time.
	Text10: The HPC will request to present at the Government Hill Community Council meeting to give an overview of the past efforts and this current the project. The normal HPC public meeting posting requirments will be used to advise others of the Government Hill Community Council presentation. Emailed notices will be sent to 
Government Hill residents regarding the community council presenation. All HPC meetings and in this case special presentations to Government Hill will be posted on MUNI.org. The project will also have a webpage added to the Municipality of Anchorage Historic Preservation Program website and the MOA HPC webpage. The final report will be available on this webpage, with hard copies available at the Planning Department.

This public meeting will be considered a follow-up to the previous Wireless Station public workshop held in 2016 (See ATTACHMENT D). The project team will share the issues to be studied and then set a second public meeting with the community to share the results of the study and recommendations.

	Text11: A maintainence and rehabilitation plan will be a product of the structure report and its recommendations.
	Text12: SEE ATTACHMENT B - DETAILED WORK PLAN & TIMELINE

	Text13: Project managers include Kristine Bunnell and Connor Scher. Between their support approximately 125 hours will be devoted to the project overseeing project scope development, contracting, public engagement, consultant management, site visits, draft report review and final report, document pubishing and posting. The HPC Historian will assist with the completion of a more indepth historic context using the SHPO National Register nomination, Government Hill Yesterday & Today, and other documents. The HPC architect will review all documentation and recommendation and participate in field investigations of the buildings and site. The consultant will provide a structural recommendation and reporting, architectural recommendation for restoration, an estimator to determine costs. The consultant team will formulate parts of the document. 

The planned costs include:
Staff PM, Historian, Architect - Donated time equaling $20,000 50% match.
Consultant Services through a paid contract equaling $20,000 50% cost of the project for a total $40,000 project.
	Text14: Professional services will include a structural engineer, architect, and an estimator. Those services may be at least 140-180 hours in total.



SEE ATTACHMENT E - EXCEL BUDGET FORM
	Text15: No supplies expected.
	Text16: No travel is expected.
	Text17: No other costs expected.
	Check Box1: Off
	Check Box2: Off
	Check Box3: Off
	Check Box4: Off
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	Check Box6: Yes
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	Text18: Before transferring the property to the Municipality of Anchorage in 2012, the GSA undertook a remediation of site contamination. Monitoring of levels of toxicity continued until in 2013, but in 2009 it was determined the site did “not pose an unacceptable threat to human health.” The State Historic Preservation Officer recognized the significance of the site in 2014 and recommended it for listing on the National Register. Starting in 2016, the Municipality of Anchorage conducted a series of outreach events in Government Hill to learn how the community felt about the site and what ideas they had for its future. This civic research created the momentum to issue a Request for Proposals for a development project on the site. 

Unfortunately, the RFP closed without any submittals in 2017. In 2018, Connor Scher completed a masters thesis on the Wireless Station. His thesis detailed the community outreach as well as the challenges to development on the site. Government Hill began working on a recreation plan for the neighborhood in 2018 that included a section for the Wireless Station. This plan is still under development but illustrates the continuedinterest in development of the site. 

Scher's research identified significant structural deficiencies to the buildings. The conversion into a storage depot for soil and rock core samples created myriad injuries to the buildings. Because the buildings were "cold storage," seasonal temperature and humidity fluxuations accelerated the deterioration of finish materials and framing elements; the heavy samples exceeded the maximum loads of floor joists. 

Continued vandalism, dereliction, and the 2018 earthquakes only exacerbated this damage. Because of the extreme levels of decay and deconstruction, the Historic Preservation Commission determined that an historic structures assessment was crucial. 

In their September 2021 meeting, the HPC unanimously voted to apply for an HPF Pre-Development grant to fund such an investigation.

Other applicable plans for the site include the Anchorage Original Neighborhoods Historic Preservation Plan (4NHPP) and the Government Hill Neighborhood Plan (GHNP). The 4NHPP includes several policies that relate to this project. Policy 2.1 includes encouraging adaptive reuse of resources to ensure their longevity as  well as to seek public and private funding for rehabilitation projects. This project aims to be the basis for future development at the Wireless Station. Policy 2.8 calls for comprehensive assessments of and maintenance plans for Municipal-owned historic resources. The GHNP recommends a character area that includes the Wireless Station. The plan suggests artist live/work studios. A specific goal of the plan is to promote preservation and adaptive reuse of historic resources like the Wireless Station.This project is a first a necessary step towards these goals and aims to provide recommendations for future appropriate treatments of the site.

The HPC hopes this is another step towards a synthesis of community desires and historic preservation of the site for future generations to enjoy and learn from.
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